Kappa statistics, unweighted or weighted, are widely used for assessing interrater agreement. The weights of the weighted kappa statistics in particular are defined in terms of absolute and squared distances in ratings between raters. It is proposed that those weights can be used for assessment of interrater agreements. A closed form expectations and variances of the agreement statistics referred to as AI 1 and AI 2 , functions of absolute and squared distances in ratings between two raters, respectively, are obtained. AI 1 and AI 2 are compared with the weighted and unweighted kappa statistics in terms of Type I Error rate, bias, and statistical power using Monte Carlo simulations. The AI 1 agreement statistic performs better than the other agreement statistics.
Introduction
Kappa statistics, unweighted (Cohen, 1960) or weighted (Cohen, 1968) , are used to measure interrater agreement. The unweighted kappa statistic is designed to measure agreement in nominal categorical ratings (Kraemer et al, 2002) . Nevertheless, it is widely applied to agreement in ordinal ratings in medical research (e.g, Nelson & Pepe, 2000; Sim & Wright, 2005) . In contrast, the weighted kappa statistics measure agreement in ordinal discrete ratings because it takes distances in ratings among raters into account (Fleiss et al., 2003) .
The kappa statistics weighted and unweighted alike quantify observed agreement corrected for chance-expected agreement, and range from -1 to 1. However, they are known to be sensitive to the marginal probabilities, e.g., prevalence in the diagnosis setting (Brennan & Moonseong Heo is Associate Professor in the Department of Epidemiology and Population Health at the Einstein College of Medicine. He is interested in longitudinal data analysis and sample size estimations in designing clinical trials with repeated measures. Email: moonseong.heo@einstein.yu.edu Silman, 1992; Byrt et al., 1993) . For instance, in a very special situation where all subjects have the characteristic that is being assessed, the kappa statistics may not necessarily be informative. Suppose that a rating scale or instrument item measures a psychotic feature of subjects with ratings 0 for absence and 1 for the presence of the feature. If the instrument has a perfect sensitivity, all of well-trained raters would rate 1 for the subjects when all the subjects have that particular psychotic feature. In this situation, the kappa statistics are undefined based on its formula because both the numerator and the denominator are 0.
With respect to the sign of the kappa statistics, it does not necessarily serve as an indicator for direction of agreement. For instance, a negative kappa does not necessarily indicate that raters disagree in ratings. But it only indicates by definition that chance-expected agreement is greater than observed agreement. On the other hand, the kappa statistics can return a positive agreement even when observed disagreement overwhelms by far observed agreement, implying again by definition that a positive kappa does not necessarily mean that raters agree in ratings. Thus, the kappa statistics return a positive value no matter how small the observed agreement is as long as it exceeds agreement expected by chance. At the same time, it is possible to have a low kappa for high agreements as discussed in Feinstein and Cicchetti (1990a, 1990b) . For these reasons, some argued that the kappa statistics are a measure of association rather than that of agreement (Graham and Jackson, 1993) .
In this article, we explored the utility of the weights that have been used for the weighted kappa statistics as alternative agreement statistics (rather than as a measure of association) to complement such undesirable features of the kappa statistics in certain, if not general, situations. Vast amount of literature has been devoted to discussion of kappa statistics (for reviews e.g., Maclure & Willett, 1987; Agresti 1992; Kraemer, 1992; Shrout, 1998; Banerjee et al, 1999) and other types of alternative agreement measures have been proposed (e.g., O'Connell & Dobson, 1984; Kuper and Hafner, 1989; Aickin, 1990; Uebersax, 1993; Donner & Eliasziw, 1997) . Nevertheless, the utility of the weights has not been discussed in the literature.
Two agreement statistics are investigated, which are averages of observed weights defined in terms of distances in ratings between two raters and quantify a degree of agreement compared to the possibly worst disagreement. Sampling distributions of those two agreement statistics are derived and compared with those of the unweighted and weighted kappa statistics with respect to Type I Error rate, bias of sample estimates and variances, and statistical power under various scenarios. Monte Carlo simulations were used to conduct the comparisons.
Methods

Agreement Statistics
Assume that two raters rate N subjects using an instrument with K ordinal ratings denoting the i-th rater's rating for the j-th subject R ij ; i = 1, 2; j = 1,…, N; the ordinal rating R ranges from 1 to K by 1.
Unweighted kappa statistic
The (unweighted) kappa is a function of observed and chance-expected agreements in categorical ratings between raters. As described in Fleiss et al (2003) , the observed agreement can be quantified by
and the chance-expected agreement by
where 1(x) is an indicator function which returns 1 if the condition x is met and 0 otherwise, and ( )
is the marginal probability of the i-th rater's rating being k. The kappa statistic κ is defined as: 
This formula indicates that the kappa statistic represents the difference in probability between the observed (1) and chance-expected (2) agreement (the numerator) relative to the complement of the expected agreement (the denominator). Although the kappa statistic (4) ranges from -1 to 1, its sign does not necessarily indicate a direction of agreement.
Weighted kappa statistics Weighted kappa has also been proposed to reflect relative seriousness of disagreement between raters (Cicchetti, 1976) . Interrater disagreement can be quantified as absolute or squared distance in ordinal ratings. Thus, two typical weights that are used for calculating weighted kappa statistics are as follows: (Cicchetti & Allison, 1971) and (Fleiss & Cohen, 1973) where k and k′ are rater's ratings such that R 1 = k and R 2 = k′. It is obvious that: 1) both weights range from 0 to 1 because the denominator (K -1) or (K -1) 2 represent the worst disagreement; 2) the ratings should be ordinal in order for the weights to represent meaningful disagreements (distances in nominal ratings have little meaning with respect to disagreement.) Subsequently, weighted kappa statistics can be obtained in a similar manner to the unweighted kappa (4) as follows:
where ( )
Denote
(1) w κ and ( 2) w κ for the weighted kappa statistics when w = w (1) and w (2) , respectively. The weighted kappa (7) also ranges from -1 to 1, representing only the difference in observed and chance expected agreement without bearing of direction. Of note, the weighted kappa ( 2) w κ is the same as the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC, Bartko, 1966; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) aside from a term involving the factor 1/N Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) . Further, the unweighted kappa statistic (4) is a special case of a weighted kappa when kk w ′ = 1(k = k′). Especially when K = 2, both The weights w (1) (5) and w (2) (6) per se can be used for measurement of interrater agreement because the weights represent degrees of (dis)agreement in rating distances between raters on each individual subject in a normalizing manner-normalization by the possibly worst disagreements. Therefore, it is proposes that the averages of observed weights over the subjects can serve as alternative agreement statistics. Denote them by AI 1 and AI 2 for "Agreement Index" as follows:
and
It is apparent that both agreement indices AI 1 and AI 2 range from 0 to 1. It will be shown in the next section that: the closer the indices are to 0, the stronger the degree of disagreement; the closer to 1, the greater the extent of agreement. When K = 2, AI 1 and AI 2 are identical to each other because the absolute and squared distances are the same between 0 and 1, and are the same as the observed agreement p o in equation (1).
Sampling Distributions
The AI Statistics The sampling distributions of the AI statistics are presented under a null situation where the following two conditions are met: Condition A. ("Marginal equal probability" condition): Ratings are marginally uniform in multinomial probability, i.e., P(R ij =k) = 1/K, for all i, j, and k; Condition B. ("Joint independent rating" condition): The two rater ratings R 1 and R 2 are jointly independent, i.e, P(R 1 =k, R 2 = k′) = P(R 1 =k)P(R 2 = k′).
Condition A reflects a situation that both raters assess the subject in a uniform and blinded manner. In that the marginal probability distribution of the subjects' true ratings does not depend on the raters (as it should not by definition) unlike that of the kappa statistics, which relies on the rater-dependent estimates of marginal probabilities as reflected in equation (3). Condition B reflects a situation where the two raters assess independently as is the case for the kappa statistics.
When taken together, therefore, the combination of both condition A and B represents a null situation where the observed agreement between raters is purely random with no opportunity for any systematic agreement. Departure from either condition will be an alternative non-null situation of systematic agreement or disagreement.
Under the null situation with both conditions A and B, the first two sampling moments of AI 1 and AI 2 can be derived based on the following probability of distances in ratings between the two raters: 18
Thus, under the null situation: for AI 1 ,
and for AI 2 ,
Var ( 
. (13) The expected E(AI 1 ) and E(AI 2 ) ( (14) and 2 AI z = (AI 2 -E(AI 2 ))/se(AI 2 ) (15) can be used for testing significance of interrater agreement and for direction of systematic agreement as well.
The kappa statistics
Derivation of sampling distribution of the un-and weighted kappa statistics under a null situation is based only on condition B.
These kappa statistics, (4) and (7), use the raterdependent marginal probability distributions of the subjects for derivation of their samplings distributions. The expected kappa statistic under condition B is 0. The standard error (se) of kappa is under condition B known as: Fleiss et al., 1969) . From this, a normalapproximated test statistic (17) is used to test significance of agreement between two raters, i.e. H 0 : κ = 0.
The expected weighted kappa statistic under condition B is also 0. The standard error (se) of weighted kappa under condition B has the following formula as described elsewhere (Fleiss et al., 1969; Cicchetti & Fleiss, 1977; Landis & Koch, 1977; Fleiss & Cicchetti, 1978; Huber, 1978) :
Both normal-approximated test statistics,
are used for testing significance of interrater agreement, that is testing H 0 : k w = 0.
Simulation Design and Evaluation Measures for Comparisons Simulation Design
For evaluations under null situations, the parameters considered are K = 2, 3, 4, 5 and N = 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200 . For each combination of K and N, generated 10,000 simulated datasets of ratings from two raters from multinomial distributions meeting both conditions A and B, i.e., the joint probabilities of the ratings are P(R 1 =k, R 2 = k′) = P(R 1 =k)P(R 2 = k′) = 1/K 2 for all k, k′, and K.
For evaluations under alternative (referred to as a departure from null) situations, consider 6 alternative situations where both conditions A and B are not met when K = 3. The joint probabilities of ratings between two raters are represented in 6 configurations in Table 2 . From a joint multinomial distribution with those K 2 = 9 probabilities specified for each configuration, randomly generated ratings between two raters. Configuration 4 in particular represents a situation where condition B is met but condition A is not. For each configuration, we considered N = 20, 30, 40, and 50, and generated 10,000 datasets.
The simulations were conducted using S-plus v6.2 statistical software. In empirical comparisons of the five agreement statistics (κ,
w κ , AI 1 and AI 2 ), the following evaluation measures were used: percent bias in sample estimates and variances, Type I Error rate, and statistical power.
Evaluation measures for bias in sample estimates
The percent biases in sample estimates of the two AI statistic, (8) and (9) 
is the sample estimates of variance of an AI statistics from 10,000 simulations, and Var(AI) is defined in equations (11) and (13). Second, for the three kappa statistics, (4) and (7) Evaluation measures for type I error rated and power Type I Error rates and statistical power were obtained as proportions of p-values (obtained from the standard normal z tests, (14), (15), (17), (19) and (20)) less than a 0.05 nominal significance level from 10,000 simulations under the null and alternative situations, respectively, as described above.
Results
Null situations Bias in sample mean: Table 3 (a) shows averages of the agreement statistics over 10,000 simulations and their %bias (The %biases of (un)weighted kappa statistics, (4) and (7), were not computed because their expected values are zero under the null situation.) As can be seen, the %bias is minimal for all the agreement statistics; all of absolute %bias is less than 0.4%.
Bias in sample variance: Table 3 (b) shows that %bias in estimated variances of the agreement statistics are also very small. However, % biases of variances of the kappa statistics (absolute %bias <8.1%) are larger than those of the AI statistics (absolute %bias <3.2%).
Type I Error rate: Table 3 (c) shows that type I error rates of the five agreement statistics are fairly close to the nominal alpha-level 0.05 over the combinations of K and N considered here.
Alternative situations
Configuration 1 (Symmetric agreement): This configuration represents an ideal pattern of agreements between two raters. Two raters agree equally on each rating and disagreement reduces, as the differences in ratings get larger. All the five agreements show positive agreements (Table 4(a)) and high statistical powers even when N is as small as 30 (Table (b)) with the 60% observed agreement. Overall, AI 1 showed the greatest power.
Configuration 2 (Triangular): This configuration represents a situation where one rater's ratings are always no less than those of the other. Further, a rather extreme situation was considered where the observed agreement is as small as 15%. All of the kappa statistics returns positive value, albeit small, implying that the observed agreement is beyond the chance expected agreement (Table 4 (a) ).
Conversely, the other two AI statistics returned value much smaller than expected under null, implying that the two raters systematically disagree. The statistical power of the unweighted kappa is relatively much higher (about 40% for N= 50) compared to that of the other weighted kappa (less than 11% for the same N; Table 4(b)). The statistical power of the AI statistics are near perfect even with N=20 implying strong disagreement between the two raters. Overall AI 2 showed the greatest power, slightly larger than that of AI 1 .
Configuration 3 (Skewed): This configuration represents where major agreement occurs at one rating; in this case, the rating is 3. The observed agreement is 72% where 68% observed agreements accounts for R = 3 and the other 4% for R = 1 and 2. All of the five agreement statistics showed positive agreement (Table 4(a)). However, the statistical power of the three kappa statistics is much smaller (at about 40% for N =50) than that of AI 1 (over 85% for N = 20). The statistical power of AI 2 was in between them but toward AI 1 for larger N.
Configuration 4 (Independent): This configuration represents a situation where ratings between raters are independent but not in a uniform manner with 54% observed agreement. In other words, this configuration satisfies the null condition B but not A as mentioned before. Table 4(a) shows that the three kappa statistics are all near around 0 as expected. However, the AI statistics were greater than what is expected under the null situation. With respect to statistical power, the kappa statistics returned power around the nominal level 0.05 as also expected. On the other hand, both AI statistics returned greater power. Overall, AI 1 showed the greatest power.
Configuration 5 (Incomplete): This configuration represents a situation where both raters rated only 2 and 3 with 75% observed power. This often happens not because the raters are biased or informed a priori but because the study subjects were recruited based on particular exclusion/inclusion criteria, which may rule out category 1 of an instrument item. In this case, the kappa statistics behave the same way with only two ratings available, i.e., K = 2. This is reflected on Table 4 (a) and (b) in that the three kappa statistics have the same kappa values as well as the same statistical power. However, their power is much smaller than that of both AI's (Table 4 (b)), perhaps because these AI's are based on K=3 rather than K=2.
Configuration 6 (Symmetric disagreement): This configuration represent a "systematic" disagreement between two raters in that the off-diagonal disagreement proportion gets larger away from the diagonal agreement. The observed agreement in this configuration is 15%, which is the same as that of configuration 2, in which the kappa statistics were positive. Under the present configuration, all the three kappa statistics returned negative values still not necessarily implying in theory that the raters disagree. Both AI statistics are smaller than what is expected under the null, implying that the raters systematically disagree. The statistical power of the kappa statistics is comparable with that of AI's for larger N. Overall, however, AI 1 showed the greatest power.
Bias of variance of the agreement statistics: Table 4 (c) shows %bias of the variance estimates of the five agreement statistics. The negative %bias indicates that variance estimate under alternative situations are smaller than that under the null situation. Because the square root of variance under the null was used for the denominators of the z-test statistics ( (14), (15), (17), (19) and (20)), tests with negative %bias of variance estimates under alternative situations are conservative. It follows that the z-test of AI 1 is the most conservative test. Despite this, AI 1 returned the greatest power under almost configurations (Table 4(b)).
Discussion
The overall finding from this study is that AI 1 and AI 2 statistics, (8) and (9), based on the weights that have been used for calculation of weighted kappa are useful agreement statistics. Specifically, compared with the other agreement statistics, AI 1 in particular has desirable properties in terms of type I error, bias in mean and variance, sensitivity in direction of agreement and statistical power.
The expectation and variance of AI 1 and AI 2 under the null situation have closed form expression E(AI) in equations (10) and (12), and Var(AI) in equations (11) and (13), and thus are ready to be used for sample size calculation for pre-specified power and K, the number of ratings. Both AI 1 and AI 2 are capable for any kind of combination of rater ratings, even when two raters rated only one particular rating across all subjects, a "single cell" situation. In this case, any kappa statistic is not defined and at the same time ICC is also uninformative because of no variation of rating over the subjects, i.e., zero total variation. In the single cell situation, both AI 1 and AI 2 will always be 1 as long as the single cell falls onto a diagonal cell. If it falls onto farthest northeast or southwest corner, then both will be 0. Otherwise, they will depend on K.
The weighted kappa statistics,
w κ and ( 2) w κ , did not appear to have sizable advantage over the unweighted kappa statistic. This is somewhat surprising because the weights per se, AI 1 (in particular) and AI 2 , perform much better than the unweighted kappa statistic. This may be due to a discrepancy in viewpoints on agreement between the kappa statistics and the AI statistics. In short, the kappa statistics are based on probabilities particularly focusing on whether or not the inter rater ratings are "independent." In contrast, the AI statistics are based on distances in ratings between two raters regardless of independence. The normalization of the distances against the possibly worst distance implies that the AI statistics are indeed goodness-of-fit indices, a different view from that of the kappa statistics. Another discrepancy is also reflected on the null situations. Indeed, the null situation (both conditions A and B) of the AI statistics is a special case of the null situation (only condition B) of the kappa statistics. It is an open question and debatable which null situation should be adopted in agreement assessment.
Both AI 1 and AI 2 can easily be extended to cases for multiple raters (i =1,…,I) as follows: , it is not required that all raters rate every subject. In the presence of missing ratings, the denominators AI 1 m and AI 2 m will be adjusted to the number of available distances.
Although not explored in the present article, Lipsitz et al. (1994) considered a marginal and a joint probability distribution of two ratings (positive vs. negative) to derive a class of estimators for kappa using an estimating equation. In that they compared their estimating equation estimators to maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) obtained under a beta-binomial distribution derived by Verducci et al (1988) . However, validity of both estimating equation estimators and MLE relies on a large sample size (Fleiss et al, 2003) . Small sample properties were discussed in Koval and Blackman (1996) and Gross (1986) .
In conclusion, both AI 1 and AI 2 are sensitive to the magnitude as well as the direction of agreement between two raters, and generally have greater power relative to the kappa statistics. Thus, both AI 1 and AI 2 can serve as agreements statistics of their own as well as complement statistics to the kappa statistics. 
